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The Tools and Materials listed in this Guide support actions associated with de-
veloping and implementing Strategic Energy Management (SEM) at healthcare 
facilities. SEM is a holistic, organization-wide approach to best practices in energy 
management. Individual tools listed here can also be useful to utility staff, design 
and construction professionals, and hospital facility staff where SEM approaches 
are not in place. 

Guide to Healthcare Energy Management 
Tools and Materials
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Introduction
This Guide helps you understand the types of tools and materials that are avail-
able. The material is organized around six (6) key steps in the development and 
implementation of SEM; 1. Assess 2. Commit 3. Plan  4. Secure 5. Implement 6. 
Recognize.  This Guide provides background on the tools and materials to help 
you assess their use for SEM support or for individual healthcare facility initiatives.  
Each tool and material is listed by title, the format of the document, and a short 
description.  In addition, the intended users are described, especially noting its 
appropriateness for small hospitals, as well as some short tips regarding its use.
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1. Assess
Tools and materials in this section help hospitals assess and document baseline 
energy practices as well as benchmark energy performance. From a SEM perspec-
tive, this step involves taking an initial look at the energy management opportunities 
at the hospital. The focus here is to benchmark current energy usage, investigate 
improvements to energy-related management practices and systems, and estimate 
energy savings. Through this process the hospital gathers preliminary information for 
an SEM plan (sometimes referred to as SEMP), builds organizational support, and 
prepares to get executive go-ahead for plan development in 2. Commit.

Energy Practice Checklist
FORMAT: Excel spreadsheet

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Comprehensive 8 page questionnaire that can document baseline energy practices 
in ahealthcare facility.  Can be used to help identify both performance goals and opportunities.  Critical 
tool for SEM development. The checklist can be self-reported by a facility director, but its best use is in 
interview format with an adviser or utility professional.

TIPS: This very comprehensive checklist for baseline practices can be completed as information 
becomes available, not necessarily all at one.

Project Prioritization: Getting the Biggest Bang for Your Buck
FORMAT: Pre-recorded webinar

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: A project finance consultant and hospital facility director team up to discuss the best 
methods for analyzing the financial returns of energy efficiency. 

A.

NOTES

mo./yr. to 
mo./yr.

Total Annual 
Dollars Square Feet

A1 Electricity costs $

A2 Natural gas costs $

A3 Oil costs $

A4 Water costs $

A5 Other resource costs $

mo./yr. to 
mo./yr. EUI or Score

A6 Energy Use Intensity (EUI) (Btu/Sq.Ft.)

A7 ENERGY STAR Score

mo./yr. to 
mo./yr. %

A8    Electricity costs

A9    Natural gas costs

A10    O&M costs
Potential % 
Reduction

A11    Electricity costs

A12    Natural gas costs

This checklist will help you evaluate your current energy management practices, and determine which can be improved. The information is important for the development and implementation 
of Strategic Energy Management (SEM).

Through gathering information from various people you can begin to create organization wide interest in SEM. The process will give you a legitimate opportunity to talk with executives and 
other key decision makers in areas such as medical and purchasing. You will discover how other departments do business and look at energy efficiency. You will find supporters and 
detractors. This information can be used as a foundation for SEM.

HOSPITAL NAME: _________________________________      Info Provider_______________________________  DATE:____________________________

 ENERGY COSTS AND SAVINGS POTENTIAL

Information sources and key contacts: 

OPERATING COSTS (most recent 12 months available)

POTENTIAL PERCENT REDUCTION (known or estimated) IN:

BENCHMARKING DATA FROM ENERGYSTAR PORTFOLIO 
MANAGER

WITH STAFFING COSTS REMOVED, WHAT PERCENT OF 
OPERATING COSTS ARE MADE UP OF…

Energy Practice Checklist - SEM for Healthcare

INTRODUCTION
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Think Like Your Hospital Executives
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Short factsheet designed to help facility professionals more effectively communicate with 
their senior leadership. Tips on motivational messaging and approaches are provided. Factsheet is good 
preparation for preparing and delivering a request for energy management support to hospital executives.

TIPS: The healthcare market is extremely challenging. Communications with senior executives must be 
succinct.

Reporting and Relationships for Success – Legacy Health
FORMAT: Pre-recorded webinar

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: A strategic resource manager for regional healthcare system talks about his experience in 
developing internal relationship and communication strategies to advance his energy management agenda.

2. Commit
Tools and materials in this section focus on the importance of senior executive  
support for energy management in the hospital. From the SEM perspective, the 
goal is to meet with the executive team, get buy-in for a strategic approach to  
energy management, and gain approval to spend additional time and money to  
develop a SEMP. Through this process gaining an executive SEMP champion 
makes plan approval in 4. Secure much easier.

1

The following information was gathered from facility directors who have been 
successful in getting executive support, resources, and recognition for energy 
management and other efforts. There are three sections: Tips for Getting Executive 
Attention; Tips for Making Your Case for Energy Management; and Strategies for 
Convincing People

Tips for Getting Executive Attention
Be prepared:

•	 Prepare, rehearse, and time your presentation.

•	 Anticipate	executives’	questions	and	have	answers	ready.

•	 Organize	your	materials.	An	accordion	file	works	well.

Gain trust:

•	 Show how you are already providing value in an area meaningful to them.  
Answer	the	question:	“What	have	you	done	for	me	lately?”

•	 Volunteer to solve a problem important to each executive and deliver beyond 
expectations. 

•	 Be 100% honest and transparent with information; only promise what you believe 
you can deliver.

•	 It’s	OK	to	say	you	don’t	know.	Say	that	you	will	have	that	information	by	a	specific	
day/date.

•	 If	you	are	uncomfortable	with	financial	terms,	get	help	from	the	financial	depart-
ment and bring an ally.

Think Like Your Hospital Executives
Tips and Strategies
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3. Plan
Tools and materials in this section support the development of energy performance 
goals and in combination with other resources in 1. Assess the creation of a  
strategic energy management plan (SEMP).

SEMP Template and Workplan
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: No

DESCRIPTION: This document provides guidance and format suggestions for creating a long 
range strategic energy management plan.  SEM for many healthcare organizations, especially larger 
hospitals,can benefit from developing a comprehensive plan as described in this template.

TIPS: Plans must fit the needs and culture of individual healthcare organizations.  Use the template as a 
guide but customize to individual circumstances.

Goal Setting and Energy Tracking
FORMAT: Pre-recorded webinar

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Two hospital system facility staff people describe their process in establishing energy 
performance goals and for benchmarking and tracking energy results.

Healthcare: A Business & Ethical Case for Sustainability
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Utility adviser, SEM adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: No

DESCRIPTION: This document makes the case that sustainability practices in healthcare organizations 
can be both good business practices and an ethical approach to community stewardship values.

TIPS: Motivations for deploying good energy management practices are diverse. This article highlights 
two different motivational ideas. They don’t have to be posed together when making the case.

1

Table of Contents
Introduction

Energy Management Vision

Guiding Principles for Energy Management

Business Case for Strategic Energy Management 

Business Proposition1 

Energy Management Goals and Objectives2

•	 Goal:	Obtain	Organizational	Approval	of	SEMP	and	Commitment	of	Resources

•	 Goal:	Implement	Financial	Practices	and	Decision	Making	Processes;	Establish	
Funding	Resources

•	 Goal:	Implement	Strategic	Energy	Management	Practices

	– Purchasing/Procurement	Procedures	and	Specifications

	– Enhanced	Design	&	Construction	Practices

	– Enhanced	Facility	Operating	Practices	

	– Cost-Effective	Facility	Upgrades

	– Active	Commodity	Management

•	 Goal:	Monitoring,	Track,	&	Improve	Performance

Timeline and Responsibilities for Plan Adoption and Implementation

 
 

Strategic Energy Management Plan (SEMP)
For [20XX] to [20XX]

1

Healthcare
A Business and Ethical Case for Sustainability

Introduction
The U.S. healthcare sector is at a crossroads in resource management. Accounting 
for nearly a tenth of the country’s CO2 emissions and facing rising energy costs 
coupled with lower reimbursements, climate change legislation and outdated 24/7 
facilities, the healthcare industry is embracing energy efficiency as a viable and cost 
effective path to improve margins and reduce the impacts from their own building 
operations. “Every dollar saved on energy costs is a dollar that is devoted to improv-
ing medical care for our patients,” declared Dr. Herbert Pardes, President and CEO 
of New York Presbyterian Hospital.

In the United States the healthcare sector ranks second, after fast food, as the most 
energy-intensive industry, spending $8.5 billion on energy every year. Hospitals 
alone spend roughly $5 billion a year on energy costs. Given that hospitals have high 
energy demands for heating and cooling; ventilation and lighting; and plug loads, 
they consume almost twice the energy per square foot as traditional office space and 
produce more than 30 pounds of CO2 per square foot. Moreover, The Department 
of Energy (DOE) reports that hospital energy costs have risen 56 percent from $3.89 
per square foot in 2003 to $6.07 per square foot in 2008 with no end in sight.

Leading healthcare systems now recognize that to provide the highest quality care, 
they have a moral and ethical responsibility to contribute to health—inside and 
outside hospital walls. This means taking concerted action to reduce CO2 emissions 
that lead to complications in health. Forward thinking healthcare CEOs are making 
a strong business case for energy efficiency as a cornerstone of their sustainability 
policies. They are also considering the economic, social and even personal impacts 
of their practices. As a result, healthcare thought leaders have adopted a broad, 
systems-thinking approach to sustainability. The result: energy management now 
sits side-by-side with clinical and financial governance.

Akershus Nurse’s stAtioN, oslo, NorwAy
Photo credit: h. BurPee
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Sample Executive SEMP Presentation
FORMAT: PowerPoint presentation

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: PowerPoint presentation template that can be customized for presentation to a hospital 
senior leadership group describing SEM and a strategic plan.  

TIPS: See “Think Like Your Hospital Executive” for ideas.

Communications Quick Sheet
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: This short factsheet describes ideas for communicating with internal staff and external 
stakeholders about the importance of energy management. Hospital staff are important participants in 
making energy management practices work day to day.

TIPS: All the ideas in this factsheet were successfully used at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center.

4. Secure
Tools and materials in this section support communication strategies, especially with 
senior management.  From a SEM perspective, securing executive commitment to 
provide money, people, and support is critical to successful SEM implementation.

Name(s) 
Title(s) 

Hospital X 
 
Strategic Energy 
Management Plan  
20XX to 20XX 
 
Executive Summary 

1

Tested practices to engage staff in conservation
Activities that save energy, conserve water, and reduce waste are increasingly 
seen as essential business practices at Northwest medical facilities. Such efforts 
not only lessen facilities’ impact on the environment, but they also produce a direct 
bottom-line benefit by lowering operating costs. Educating staff on these in-house 
efforts and, where needed, providing training are critical steps to the success of  
conservation programs.

There are several ways that facility managers and communications staff can alert 
and engage staff in conservation practices. The following list is a menu of options 
that medical facilities can use. Incidentally, all of the strategies below have been 
successfully used by Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle, WA.

• Include an overview of your in-house efforts and provide brief instruction 
(e.g., what is recyclable, how to maximize building efficiency features) during  
new employee orientation. Use visual aids, like posters, to illustrate efforts.

• Ensure janitorial staff receive adequate training (e.g., how the recycling  
collection system works), proper equipment, and periodic auditing to ensure 
they meet facility standards

• Incorporate internal energy-, water-, and waste-saving practices into a  
facility “user’s guide” and provide it to all staff. Where possible, distribute the 
guide electronically and then make it available through an intranet site to save  
resources and model waste-reducing behavior.

• Place articles on company conservation efforts in the facility’s and system’s 
in-house newsletter(s). Emphasize benefits and successes, and include a 
“What you can do” message.

Communication Quick Sheet
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Life Cycle Cost Analysis Versus Simple Payback
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: This factsheet describes the best use for two different project economic analysis 
approaches – simple payback and life cycle cost.  Guidance is provided as to the strengths and 
weaknesses of each approach. Choosing the right tool or project economic analysis is important to a 
successful request for funding.

TIPS: Read this document before using the LCCA Spreadsheet.

Simple Life-Cycle Energy Savings Calculator
FORMAT: Excel spreadsheet

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser, Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: This spreadsheet tools calculates the life cycle cost characteristics of energy efficiency 
investments.  Results provide the net present value of an efficiency investment allowing users to select 
the most attractive alternative from a total cost of ownership perspective.  Inputs to the spreadsheet 
require both knowledge of the cost and energy savings of the project as well as some specific financial 
investment information of the facility.

TIPS: Check out the very complete glossary of terms included on a separate tab in the spreadsheet.  It is 
a primer on financial analysis.

Guide to Optimizing Your Hospital Facility Investments
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: SEM adviser; Utility adviser; Hospital facility director

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: No

DESCRIPTION: This is a very comprehensive guide to the economics of energy efficiency investments.  
Chapters of the guide provide background on how to analyze and interpret the economic value of 
energy efficiency.  The guide also discusses various methods of financing projects and their possible 
advantages and disadvantages.

TIPS: Use the table of contents to find sections of this guide specific to your information needs.

5. Implement
Tools and materials in this section support the implementation of energy manage-
ment operational and capital improvements in hospitals. From a SEM perspec-
tive, these are the set of actions designed to achieve the goals established in  
2. Commit. Given that energy use is affected by a wide range of practices, 
these tools and materials cover multiple areas including financial practices;  
purchasing; operations and maintenance; design and construction; staff and 
public awareness; and capital upgrades.

Guide to Healthcare Energy 
Management Tools and Materials

1

Life-Cycle Cost Analysis  
Versus Simple Payback
Why? When? How?

You want to make the best financial decisions on new equipment, operational 
improvements, and new construction. You can make sure you get the most out 
of your investments by having a full understanding of the potential costs and  
attainable savings. 

For relatively less expensive, simpler projects and measures, calculating the simple 
payback (SPB) can be enough to make a sound decision. SPB is how long it will 
take for cumulative energy savings and other benefits to equal or “pay back” your 
initial investment. It is calculated by dividing the dollar cost of the project by the 
dollar benefits.

But for more costly and complicated investments, doing a Life-Cycle Cost Analysis 
(LCCA) is necessary to make a sound decision as we’ll explain below. As the term 
implies, LCCA is a financial decision making method that considers first cost, and  
all costs and benefits over the lifetime of the project. This is also called a “total 
cost of ownership” approach. It is powerful, worth learning, and relatively simple  
to understand. 

Below are the advantages and disadvantages of each.

Advantages of Simple Payback: 

• A simple way to screen relatively low-cost measures based on payback (or return 
on investment (ROI) which is 1 divided by the simple payback.) 

• Easier to communicate to a non-technical audience

1

1. Financing the Future Report 4: How Are Hospitals Financing the Future? The Future of Capital Access. Healthcare Financial Management Association 
(HFMA), page 14 (2004).

Guide to Optimizing  
Hospital Facility Investments

Purpose

This guide is intended to help hospital facility managers, construction 
project managers, and other decision makers more effectively evaluate 
the economic viability of energy-related investments in existing facilities, 
major renovations, and new construction. It also presents a range of project 
financing options. 

The purposes of this guide are to help hospital decision makers:

•	 Better understand economic analysis methods and available tools. The particular 
focus of this guide is on the merits of a life-cycle cost analysis approach.

•	 Develop a common language and methodology for economic analysis that can be 
used	throughout	a	hospital	organization	to	discuss	and	assess	the	financial	merits	
of both energy- and non-energy related investments.

•	 Expand	decision	makers’	understanding	of	the	range	of	financing	options	avail-
able to them for energy-related projects.

Ultimately this guide should be used by hospitals looking to improve their economic 
position by reducing operating costs through energy savings. This will increase 
access	to	capital	and	help	hospital	operating	margins.	“Access	to	capital	is	a	reflec-
tion	of	one	thing	-	operating	efficiency,”	says	Michael	Williams,	CEO	of	Community	
Health	Corp.1	By	using	the	tools	presented	here,	hospitals	should	be	able	to	improve	
their bottom line.

Client
Project
Alternative Description

Inputs Results

Study Period (Years) 7 Simple 
Payback 

2.69
M&O Inflation Rate 3.0% Simple Return 

on Investment 
39.01%

Electricity Inflation 
Rate 3.0%
Fuel Inflation Rate 4.0% Net Present 

Value of 
56,104$             

Hurdle (Re-invest) 
Rate 15.0%

Internal Rate 
of Return 
(IRR)

36%
Discount Rate 10.0% Modified 

Internal Rate 
24%

Initial Incremental 
Cost 55,000$        
Annual M&O Cost 1,000$          
Annual Electricity 
Savings 17,705$        
Annual Fuel Savings 3,750$          Total Annual 

Savings 
20,455$             

Year in Study Period Incremental 
Costs M&O Costs Electricity 

Savings Fuel Savings Total by Year Present Value 
in Year 0

0 (55,000)$       (55,000)$       (55,000)$           
1 (1,030)$         18,236$        3,900$          21,106$        19,187$             
2 (1,061)$         18,783$        4,056$          21,778$        17,999$             
3 (1,093)$         19,347$        4,218$          22,472$        16,884$             
4 (1,126)$         19,927$        4,387$          23,188$        15,838$             
5 (1,159)$         20,525$        4,562$          23,928$        14,857$             
6 ($1,194.05) (1,194)$         21,141$        4,745$          23,497$        13,264$             
7 (1,230)$         21,775$        4,935$          25,480$        13,075$             
8 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
9 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

10 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
11 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
12 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
13 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
14 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
15 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
16 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
17 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
18 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
19 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
20 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
21 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
22 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
23 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
24 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
25 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
26 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
27 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
28 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
29 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
30 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Totals (56,194)$       (7,892)$         139,733$      30,803$        106,450$      56,104$             

Annual Cash Flow

Simple Life-Cycle Energy Savings Calculator
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Setting Up an Energy Efficient Purchasing Process
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: This factsheet describes the importance of and steps for establishing better 
procurement policies for energy efficiency.  In many institutions, procurement is handled by a department 
outside of facilities.  Establishing policies that emphasize a total cost of ownership perspective are key.  

TIPS: A sample policy statement and a set of vendor requirements included in this factsheet can help a 
hospital get started.

Air Filter Comparison Calculator
FORMAT: Excel spreadsheet

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: This simple Excel spreadsheet provides easy to use comparisons of various choices 
of air filters.  Using the “MERV” rating of a filter, the spreadsheet produces a total cost of ownership 
calculation for the selected filter.

TIPS: Hospital facilities require lots of filtration.  Small amounts of energy savings per filter add up when 
multiplied by the number of filters.

Top Five No Cost/Low Cost Energy Savings Opportunities
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: While every hospital facility has unique characteristics, there are common energy 
savings opportunities in most all facilities that are effective and cost little to no capital to implement.   
This factsheet describes the five most common opportunities.

TIPS: Check out What is Enhanced O&M? to get ideas on persisting the savings from these common 
opportunities.

What is Enhanced O&M?
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: This factsheet describes an approach to operations and maintenance practices that 
provides for better and more durable energy savings.  Enhanced O&M is contrasted to a standard 
practice of reactive maintenance that most often leads to less than optimal operation of the facility.

TIPS: Operations staff training may be necessary to make the switch from reactive practices to enhanced O&M.

Guide to Healthcare Energy 
Management Tools and Materials

5. Implement

1

The following is a brief overview of how conventional O&M compares with “enhanced” O&M for hospitals.

What is Enhanced  
Operations & Maintenance?

Conventional O&M Enhanced O&M
Energy use is often not well-understood, tracked, or  
optimized.

Facilities are benchmarked to establish baseline energy use; 
energy use is optimized through efficient practices; energy 
use and savings are tracked and regularly reported.

Conventional O&M practices are usually fairly “routine,” 
focusing on keeping the building running rather than on 
optimizing performance, including energy efficiency. O&M 
routines may remain relatively unchanged from those  
established when the building was first built. 

Equipment and systems are regularly assessed to find 
and address equipment and O&M issues affecting building 
performance, including energy efficiency. Improvements are 
sustained with both routine and preventative O&M practices 
that anticipate and proactively address issues. Results:

• Minimized Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
• Reduced maintenance requirements
• Reduced utility costs 
• Improved reliability
• Creation of “new” capacity

O&M staff often consumed with fire fighting and work orders. 
O&M staff rarely have opportunity to improve long-term  
practices. They also may not be clear on energy efficiency 
goals and their role in achieving them.

O&M staff: 

• Have the time and the motivation to proactively identify 
and implement improvement opportunities.

• Are clear on goals and roles for energy efficiency.
• Are motivated by regular, tangible feedback on building 

performance (e.g. information on energy use), and by 
recognition and rewards for their contributions.

• Have planned time for training and peer exchange. 

1

This tool has the following sections: Setting Up an EEP Process; Appendix A: 
Sample EEP Policy Language; Appendix B: Sample Request to Vendors for Total 
Cost of Ownership Information

Setting Up an EEP Process
Although Materials Management is usually the primary purchasing authority in 
a hospital, there are many other departments specifying equipment which 
may have energy savings potential. Vendors also make important purchase  
decisions as part of new construction, renovations, and equipment upgrades. Architects,  
designers, and engineers all may specify materials, lighting and mechanical systems.  
With a SEMP in place a consistent unified approach and message is delivered. With  
executive support it is possible to develop:

• Policies and standards that effect all purchasing decisions in the hospital  
(see Appendix A: Sample EEP Policy Language)

• Training that provides the same consistent message.

• A platform for communicating with architects, designers, and engineers about 
your new energy efficiency standards and goals.

With a commitment to Strategic Energy Management (SEM) a consistent unified 
approach and message is delivered. With rapid changes in technology it is extremely 
important to engage in sufficient research to make the best energy efficient choices. 
Some of your choices today such as motors and chillers may well be around for 
another 25 years. 

Setting Up an Energy Efficient  
Purchasing (EEP) Process

1

Cost reductions from tune-ups of energy related systems and improved operations 
and maintenance practices in hospitals typically garner 10–20% energy cost reduc-
tions. With a return on investment of 150–300%, these measures can quickly save 
energy and reduce costs. 

1. Equipment Scheduling
 In hospitals, consider opportunities to shut down HVAC equipment at the space 

level where terminal units can be scheduled to close down while the fan system 
stays operational. Also, look for schedule improvements for plug and process 
loads; fan systems; chillers and boiler availability; and pumps.

2. Sensor Error
 Sensor error can increase energy use, compromise occupant comfort, and 

prevent plant and system loads from being met. This is most often caused by 
uncalibrated sensors, failed sensors or mistakes in control set-up. While the 
impacts can be huge, the fix is to perform simple and regular calibration checks.

3. Simultaneous Heating and Cooling
 Most hospitals use either constant volume or variable volume with reheat. 

In these systems, opportunities to reduce simultaneous heating and cooling 
often involve reducing reheat energy use. This can be accomplished by modi-
fying discharge air temperature setpoints. In addition, for older systems, simple 
control system checks usually find instances of overlapping control loops, leak-
ing valves or dampers, abandoned overrides and other easily corrected causes 
of simultaneous heating and cooling.

The Top Five No Cost / Low Cost  
Energy Saving Opportunities

FAN EFF 80%
MOTOR 
EFF 94%

Capacity 
Control 
Eff 96%

Cost/KW
H 0.06$  

Default 
Values: 0.8 0.94 0.96

A Brand X 4" deep MERV 8 extended surface pleated filter
B Brand Y 4" deep MERV 8 extended surface pleated filter
C Brand X 2" deep MERV 8 pleated filter
D Brand Y 2" deep MERV 8 pleated filter
E

F

G

H

COMPARE 
FILTERS

AVERAGE 
FACE 

VELOCITY 
(FPM)

INCHES 
WIDE

INCHES 
HIGH CFM

Initial 
Resistance

Final 
Resistance

AVERAGE 
Resistance CONSTANT

SYSTEM 
Efficiency HP KWH

ANNUAL 
KWH

ANNUAL 
ENERGY COST

Months of 
Filter Life

Labor $ to 
Change 1 Filter

$ to Purchase 1 
Filter

Annual 
Cost of 

Ownership

A 500 24 24 2000 0.30 0.8 0.47 6356 0.722        0.203 0.152 1,329 $79.76 6 2.00$             5.00$             93.76$           
B 500 24 24 2000 0.24 0.8 0.43 6356 0.722        0.186 0.139 1,215 $72.92 6 2.00$             6.00$             88.92$           
C 500 24 24 2000 0.40 0.8 0.53 6356 0.722        0.232 0.173 1,519 $91.15 3 2.00$             2.20$             107.95$          
D 500 24 24 2000 0.26 0.8 0.44 6356 0.722        0.192 0.143 1,253 $75.20 3 2.00$             2.70$             94.00$           
E 0 0.00 6356 0.722        0.000 0.000 0 $0.00 #DIV/0!
F 0 0 0 0 0.00 6356 0.722        0.000 0.000 0 $0.00 #DIV/0!
G 0 0 0 0 0.00 6356 0.722        0.000 0.000 0 $0.00 #DIV/0!
H 0 0 0 0 0.00 6356 0.722        0.000 0.000 0 $0.00 #DIV/0!

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:

This calculator will NOT tell you how much energy your fan systems will use or suggest your air filter MERV requirement.  

Simple Estimator - Air Filter Comparison Tool 3.0

This estimator is intended to help compare RELATIVE cost effectiveness of various similar pupose air filters.

It may help "cost justify" purchasing more expensive filters.  It may help select between rigid or bag filters.  It may help determine which brand and media to use.  It may suggest that a 
different filter depth is better.

Compare information from multiple manufacturers.

ENERGY/COST REQUIRED TO OVERCOME AIR FILTER AIRFLOW RESISANCE:
HORSEPOWER = (CFM X AVERAGE PRESSURE DROP)/(6356 X FAN EFF. X MOTOR EFF. X DRIVE EFF.)

Killowatt (KW) = HP X .746

Filter Descriptions:

Comments are included in several locations.  Move your curser to a cell with a red triangle to get more information.

Insert your own values in the highlighted cells.  You can compare up to 8 filters at one time.

WARNING:  Installing air filters with lower resistance to airflow will only save energy if the fan has effective capacity control such as VFDs or inlet vanes that control CFM or air pressure after 
the filters.
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Sample Request for Qualifications and Proposal  
for Hospital Facility Development
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director of construction manager

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Achieving good energy performance in new construction or major remodels begins  
with establishing specific expectations in the request for proposals from the design and construction 
teams.  This document provides an example of how to incorporate those requirements into a request  
for proposals. 

TIPS: This document is based on an actual RFP issued by a Northwest hospital.

High Performance Building Design Charrette Sample Agenda
FORMAT: Word document

FOR USE BY: Designers; Hospital facility directors

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: No

DESCRIPTION: Best practices in integrated design for new construction recommend using a  
design charrette in the earliest stages of the project concept phase.  This document describes the  
goals and objective of the charrette, a list of critical participants, and a sample agenda for making  
the event successful.

TIPS: Using an experienced charrette facilitator will help ensure its success.

Mike Hatten Shares Advice on Smart Hospital O&M Savings
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility directors

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Using a question/answer interview format, this factsheet provides information and 
motivation from an experienced consulting engineer.  With multiple hospital facility projects in his 
background, this engineer describes how operational savings opportunities in hospitals are discovered 
and analyzed.  These ideas are applicable to large and small facilities and have in common that they 
have very low if any capital expense.

TIPS: Note the similarities in this factsheet to Top Five No Cost/Low Cost Energy Savings Opportunities.

Building Scoping for HVAC Opportunities
FORMAT: Pre-recorded webinar

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Hospital facility director and energy consultant talk about their experience at a Montana 
based regional medical center and community hospital.  A specific focus is the use of a building scoping. 

Guide to Healthcare Energy 
Management Tools and Materials

5. Implement
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Mike Hatten is an internationally known engineer, recognized for his expertise in build-
ing energy efficiency and is a principal of SOLARC Architecture and Engineering, 
Inc. He combines a design, analysis and training background in his roles as project 
manager, educator and project engineer. He has conducted analysis efforts on more 
than 20 million square feet of residential, commercial and industrial space. 

This interview focuses on his work with building operations in healthcare facilities. 
Mike provides on-site support to customers and their service contractors to help 
them achieve energy cost savings from tuning-up and improving the operations and 
maintenance of equipment and systems. He has a deep understanding and appre-
ciation for the type, magnitude and low cost of these tune-up and O&M savings 
opportunities.

Q: How many and what types of hospitals have you worked with? 

Hatten: Through the BetterBricks program, I’ve worked with nearly 20 hospitals in 
the Northwest – half of which are large facilities. Primarily, I review the facility and 
meet with staff to provide the 50,000-foot-level energy assessment of their energy 
savings potential and suggest a logical starting point. Of the 20 hospitals I’ve worked 
with, three or four have progressed to levels where implementation of opportunities 
has begun. I’ve also worked with the Integrated Design Labs (IDL) on the design 
and construction of about 10 new facilities. 

Q: Is there an example of one project that exemplifies energy efficient practices?

Hatten: St. Luke’s Regional Medical Center in Boise is an ideal model for what 
tune-ups and recommissioning can do for existing hospitals. The energy savings 
is tremendous. For the first phase of diagnostics, we looked at the 10 largest air 

Industry Expert Shares Advice on Energy 
Saving and Smart Hospital Operation 
An interview with Mike Hatten

Mike Hatten

1

Design & Construction
The High Performance Building  
Design Charrette

What is a charrette?
A charrette is a workshop that forms the keystone of an integrated design process 
(Refer to “Integrated Design Process-Resource”). It generally occurs in the pre-de-
sign phase. It is important to introduce key aspects of the user or occupant program 
specification into the charrette to ensure that use and high performance goals are 
aligned. To be effective, a charrette requires solid preparation, as well as a plan for 
follow through with the charrette results.

Charrette workshops can be half-day or full day workshops, sometimes running over 
the course of two days, depending on resources available.

A charrette focuses on sustainable development goals, strategies, and integrated 
design solutions. A high performance building design charrette will, in particular, 
seek ways to use the site to leverage energy saving opportunities, as well as to 
design and equip the building structure for energy efficiency.

A charrette should include:

• Participants that represent all those who can impact the design, operation, and 
use of the building.

• Information and information tools participants can use to identify and discuss 
strategies, as well as discern priorities.

• Facilitator(s) to provide focus, momentum, and synthesis of ideas.

• Venue(s) that comfortably supports group interaction and, ideally, an example of 
sustainable/high performance building.

1

Sample Request for  
Qualifications & Proposal
Architectural / Engineering Services 
for XYZ Hospital Facility Development

Overview:
XYZ desires to contract with a qualified design team for the planning, programming, 
design and construction administration for approximately  _______ sf of acute care 
campus development and invites the submission of qualifications and proposals to 
provide such services.  Proposals are for informational and comparison purposes 
only.  XYZ is not obligated to accept any proposal and will make this selection at 
its sole discretion.  XYZ may apply any standard or criteria in making its selection.

XYZ expects the selected design team to demonstrate excellence in the  
following areas:

• Be skilled and committed to working in a true “team” environment;

• Be knowledgeable of innovative design and service models for hospital facilities; 

• Have the capacity to provide services for this project in keeping with the estab-
lished master project schedule;

• Develop detailed space and functional programs for each service line;

• Employ integrated design methodologies to maximize staff efficiency, safety,  
flexibility and customer service to create a healing environment of care;

• Demonstrate a strong commitment to engage all members of the design / con-
struction / XYZ operations team in a process to maximize the effectiveness of the 
design to meet XYZ facility design principles;

• Communicate effectively and exhibit integrity in all business relationships;

• Have experience accessing utility and other program incentives, tax credits, and 
technical support.
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Top Four Common Opportunities for Large and Small Hospitals
FORMAT: Pre-recorded webinar

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Consulting engineer and hospital facility staff discuss the most common types of energy 
savings operational opportunities in both large and small hospitals.. 

Case Study: Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
FORMAT: Pre-recorded webinar

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: No

DESCRIPTION: Hospital and research center facility director talks about their experience with energy 
management at this award winning Seattle facility.

Energy Efficiency in Small Hospitals
FORMAT: Pre-recorded webinar

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Small hospitals have unique challenges different from their larger counterparts.  An 
energy engineer presents specific ideas for energy savings actions in smaller facilities.

Case Study: Swedish Medical Center
FORMAT: Pre-recorded webinar

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Resource conservation manager talks about his experience in implementing computer 
power management efforts in his hospital.  Computer loads are rapidly increasing in healthcare 
facilities and this conversation focuses on both the challenges and opportunities for improved energy 
management practices.

Computer Power Management
FORMAT: Pre-recorded webinar

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Resource conservation manager talks about his experience in implementing computer 
power management efforts in his hospital.  Computer loads are rapidly increasing in healthcare 
facilities and this conversation focuses on both the challenges and opportunities for improved energy. 

Guide to Healthcare Energy 
Management Tools and Materials

5. Implement
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Case Study – St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: No

DESCRIPTION: Success story featuring a 330+ bed hospital facility in Boise, Idaho.  Guided by  
a SEMP, this facility reduced its energy use by 25%.

TIPS: Note the key role that utility incentives played in this story to making the project financials work.

Case Study – Kalispell Regional Medical Center
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Success story featuring a 175 bed hospital facility in Kalispell, Montana.  Guided by a 
SEMP, this facility tracked its energy savings using Energy Expert.

TIPS: Note the partnership strategy that was used here to help the facility achieve success.

Case Study – Mercy Medical Center
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Success story featuring a 150 bed facility in Roseburg, Oregon.  Central plant 
improvements not only reduced energy use but increased overall capacity.

TIPS: Note how reduction in labor costs from the improvements factored into project economics.

Case Study – Kaiser Permanente’s East Interstate Medical Office
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Success story of a 50,000 square foot medical office building in Portland, Oregon.  
Using a low cost building tune-up approach, this facility was able to implement a host of energy  
savings changes.

TIPS: MOBs offer a number of scheduling opportunities not always available in acute care  
hospital facilities.

6. Recognize
The tools and materials in this section describe how to track progress and  
provide recognition for successes.  Case studies can be good ways to learn 
and apply best practices. From a SEM perspective, tracking and reporting  
progress toward goals and recognizing accomplishment is key to sustaining energy  
performance over time.

Guide to Healthcare Energy 
Management Tools and Materials
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St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center

An engineering manager at Boise’s St. Alphonsus 
Regional Medical Center learned to use persuasive 
financial arguments and irresistable utility incentives to 
convince administrators that energy management could 
improve the hospital’s bottom line. Operational changes 
and capital investments are expected to reduce energy 
consumption by 25% and save the hospital up to $2.5 
million over five years.
Bill Morgan, engineering manager at St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Boise, 
Idaho, and past president of the American Society for Healthcare Engineering, 
knows that managing energy use is a dependable way for hospitals to save money. 
Yet it takes money to save money, and he’s aware that most hospitals have little 
funding available to invest in energy management. 

“It costs a lot to run a hospital, and there’s not much left over,” acknowledges 
Morgan: “Any extra usually goes to new MRI machines and CT scanners. You’re 
competing against a never–ending stream of new clinical technology.” 

When Morgan arrived at St. Alphonsus, the 358–bed hospital was building a new 
patient tower, so there was even less chance of funding energy management efforts 
from the hospital’s capital pool: “Too many feeding at the trough,” explains Morgan.

But the engineering manager’s breakthrough came when he found out about a stra-
tegic approach to energy management, and the tools available to help develop a 
strategic plan and enlist needed top–level support. “For me, that was the turning 
point,” says Morgan. “I learned how to make a well–planned financial case for energy 

CeleSte BeCiA, idAhO POwer And Bill 
MOrgAn And edwin VAle Of St. AlPhOnSuS.

1

Existing Energy Use Systems
Lighting: T8 linear fluorescent with electronic 
ballasts as retrofit. 

Primary hEating, VEntiLating, and  
air-conditioning (hVac) SyStEmS:  
Central steam plant and a central water-cooled 
chiller plant. 

SEcondary hVac SyStEmS: 23 air 
handling units of various sizes. Six water-source 
heat pumps remain in service from an earlier 
generation secondary system. 

chiLLEd WatEr PLant: 400-ton centrifugal 
chillers piped within a primary-secondary chilled 
water hydronic system. 

StEam PLant: Three large steam boilers. 

controLS: Direct Digital Controls. 

PotabLE WatEr hEating SyStEmS:  
Steam-driven instantaneous water heaters.

background
Kalispell Regional Medical Center (KRMC), located in Kalispell, Montana, is both a 
community hospital and a regional referral center, offering the area’s most advanced 
health services and medical technology. The hospital has 174 beds and over 400,000 
square feet of conditioned space. Many of the buildings date back to 1975. In the 
last decade, the hospital launched an expansion program adding a patient tower, a 
new lab and expanding its central plant, cath lab and OB capacity.

KRMC committed to a Strategic Energy Management (SEM) Plan and an energy 
savings goal. SEM is a comprehensive set of business tools and practices that 
enable hospitals to reduce energy consumption, maximize resource efficiency and 
lower costs. The organization incorporated SEM into many aspects of the medi-
cal center’s business including: operations and maintenance practices, capital  
projects, and purchasing practices. An initial scoping study of the facility was 
conducted to estimate the energy savings potential and identify likely areas for 
further investigation. KRMC also wrote, a Request for Qualification (RFQ) for 
commissioning services to clearly define project expectations.

Strategic Energy management (SEm)
Over the past ten years, Kalispell has implemented discrete energy efficiency 
upgrades including new lighting and occupancy sensors. By implementing a  
strategic energy management plan, KRMC could evaluate future opportunities in 
context across the whole organization. The organization set annual savings goals 
of 1,100,000 kWh and 150,000 therms by year four, which would reduce its energy 
costs by up to 30 percent. Hospital executives understand that achieving the savings 
goal requires business, organizational and behavior change. SEM impacts the entire 

Kalispell regional medical center
A Case Study Of Energy-Saving  
Operational Improvements
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Project Overview
LOCATION: Roseburg, OR

 SIZE: 177,000 square feet (main hospital);  
19,000 square feet (additional buildings)

COMPLETION DATE: 2000

UTILITIES: Pacific Power, Avista

TECHNOLOGIES: Chiller and cooling tower 
replacements; boiler upgrades; efficient lighting; 
automatic lighting and ventilation controls; 
occupancy sensors; adjustments to temperature 
resets for air handlers; water heater upgrades; 
computer “sleep” controls

Teamwork, cost-conscious, long-term planning and implementation, and smart use 
of staff make the Mercy Medical Center in Roseburg a model for hospital efficiency.

Mercy Medical Center is a Trauma III hospital serving Douglas County. The facil-
ity includes a 153-bed, 177,000-square-foot hospital built in 1977 with subsequent 
additions, and two additional buildings with a total of 19,000 square feet. A 38-bed, 
90,000-square-foot hospital expansion/remodel was completed in 2006.

Energy efficiency is a high priority for Jim Stelson, Director of Facilities Management. 
Stelson has applied his 20-year experience with several hospitals in a phased plan 
to reduce energy use throughout the Center. “Energy efficiency is a factor in almost 
every choice we make, from lighting to computers, patient televisions and major 
heating and cooling systems,” Stelson says. “In part, that’s because our sponsor-
ing organization, Catholic Health Initiatives (CHI), has adopted an energy initiative 
for its facilities, and CHI with it’s 55 facilities has joined the national Energy Star 
program. Energy efficiency simply makes sense.”

He also enlisted the support of Pacific Power and the Energy Trust of Oregon, 
who have provided technical assistance and incentives. Beginning in 2001, Pacific 
Power hired Hatten/Johnson Associates (now Solarc Architecture and Engineering) 
of Eugene to perform a preliminary assessment of energy savings potential, followed 
by a more detailed energy analysis. The first report, presented in 2001, identified 
improvements that would have saved more than one million kWh, 9,000 therms 
and $54,467 per year. The total package would have cost more than $617,000. 
Subsequent energy-engineering focused on refining the analysis for selected 
measures. Studies were completed under Pacific Power funding and then transi-
tioned in 2003 to the Energy Trust for implementation and incentive payment.

Mercy Medical Center

1

“ A building performance approach gives us an 
opportunity to look at the whole facility, identify  
the trouble spots and resolve those issues for the  
least cost.”  
– Karl Friesen, PE, LEED AP, Senior Account Executive, CCI

Introduction
When Tony Moiso took over as Facilities Maintenance Manager at Kaiser Permanente, 
he inherited 43 buildings in a region that stretches from Longview, Washington 
to Salem, Oregon. Managing such far-flung facilities presents a significant chal-
lenge. He decided to upgrade the building controls to provide remote access and a  
centralized view of the buildings’ systems. He also wanted to maximize this  
investment by making sure the buildings were operating as efficiently as possible.

Karl Friesen, Senior Account Executive at Control Contractors, Inc. (CCI), suggested 
.using a building performance. approach to identify the most cost-effective  
opportunities for building improvement. This combination of a building tune-up with  
ongoing enhanced Operations & Maintenance (O&M) efforts usually results in 
significant savings for building owners. Karl presented a proposal to bundle these 
services with a control system upgrade. 

For Tony, this top-to-bottom analysis made sense. He chose the East Interstate 
Medical Office for the pilot project: a 30-year old building offering a host of HVAC 
energy efficiency opportunities. 

Kaiser Permanente’s  
East Interstate Medical Office

Project Overview
OWNER: Kaiser Permanente

LOCATION: Portland, OR

 BuILDINg TyPE: Urgent care medical office 
building

SIZE: 51,000 square feet

COMPLETION DATE: January 2007 
(Building Tune-up)

ELECTRIC uTILITy: PGE 

Team
BuILDINg OWNER: Kaiser Permanente

BuILDINg SERvICE PROvIDERS:  
Control Contractors, Inc.

uTILITy: PGE

PARTNER: BetterBricks
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Case Study – Othello Community Hospital
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: Yes

DESCRIPTION: Success story of a 50,000 square foot addition to the hospital.  Building commissioning 
was used as a means to ensure that the energy using systems in the building were operating correctly 
prior to occupancy.

TIPS: Retro-commissioning can also be a good idea for existing facilities.

Case Study – Legacy Health System
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: No

DESCRIPTION: Success story of a five hospital system located in Washington and Oregon.  Using a 
system wide SEMP, this hospital system implemented more than $1.3M worth of energy savings.

TIPS: Note in this case study the emphasis on system wide changes to energy related  
business practices.

Case Study – OHSU’s Center for Health and Healing
FORMAT: InDesign document

FOR USE BY: Hospital facility director; SEM adviser; Utility adviser

APPLICATION TO SMALL HOSPITAL: No

DESCRIPTION: Success story of a newly constructed 400,000 square foot mixed use health services 
facility in Portland, Oregon.  Using integrated design strategies and features, this facility was able to beat 
energy code performance substantially but with no construction cost premium.

TIPS: Note the importance of post occupancy evaluation of performance.

Guide to Healthcare Energy 
Management Tools and Materials
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Othello Community Hospital in Othello, Washington was faced with a life and death 
decision in 1998 – die economically or expand its services. The owners elected to 
expand and constructed a three-story, 54,000 square-foot, state-of-the-art medical 
facility addition to their current building.

Numerous deficiencies were discovered and resolved during the commissioning 
of the addition that included medical spaces (surgery, radiology, emergency, and 
examination rooms), office spaces and rooms for mechanical and electrical equip-
ment. For example, an improperly calibrated CO2 sensor in an air-handling duct 
caused an additional 2,000 cfm of unconditioned air to be brought into the building 
unnecessarily. This increased the heating and cooling load and wasted energy.

Commissioning also identified a short-cycle chiller that was continuously cycling 
during low-load situations. This was solved by modifying the control sequence so 
that the chiller is disabled if the outside air temperature is less than 50 degrees F. 
The control change also will increase the equipment life and reduce maintenance. 
Excessive vibration was noted at the medical air compressor piping. If not corrected 
this could have been a life safety issue if the piping failed during critical hospital 
operations.

“We now are recommending commissioning on numerous projects.” - MW Engineers, 
design engineers.

Building Commissioning
Building commissioning is the systematic process of ensuring and documenting that 
all building systems perform interactively according to the design intent and the 
owner’s operational needs. This process begins in the design phase and lasts at 
least one year after project close-out, and includes training of operating staff.

Othello Community Hospital

Project Overview
LOCATION: Othello, Washington

COMPLETION DATE: Fall 2000

SCOPE OF PROJECT: New Construction

COMMISSIONING COST: $67,100

FIRST YEAR COST BENEFIT: $9,480

 ANNUAL ENERGY SAVINGS: $7,290 
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Overview
Legacy Health in Oregon has been working on a Strategic Energy Management 
Plan for the past three years yielding potential and realized savings of more than 
$1.3 million per year. The plan supports Legacy’s core mission – quality of patient 
care, environmental stewardship and progressive action. Now on track to reduce 
energy use intensity by 10 percent per square foot, Legacy is a model health system 
for sustainability and resource management.

Rather than focus on discrete resource-efficiency projects, Legacy supports system-
wide changes in business practices affecting design and construction; maintenance 
and operations; procurement strategies; financial risk management and resource 
acquisition. From setting clear performance goals and allocating staff and resources, 
to the intricacies of equipment purchasing and collaborative design and construc-
tion, Legacy understands how sustainability drives innovation

The adoption and now implementation of the Strategic Energy Management Plan 
furthers Legacy’s commitment to sustainable operating practices. In 2006 Legacy 
Salmon Creek hospital in Vancouver, WA was recognized by the Green Guide for 
Healthcare as one of the Top 10 greenest hospitals in the country. Environmental 
strategies included high-efficiency boilers, a high-efficiency chiller plant, more 
daylighting for optimizing patient window views and reducing glare, and low-toxic-
ity materials. Legacy also received the prestigious System for Change award from 
Practice Greenhealth in both 2008 and 2009. The award recognized only six health 
systems nationwide for working cohesively to gather data, set system goals, bench-
mark energy use and share successes in environmental performance. 

Given the significant operating cost-reductions and organizational benefits that 
extend to better patient care, improved health outcomes and higher staff retention, 
other organizations can learn from Legacy’s best practices and begin implementing 
their own programs.

Northwest Health System Identifies  
$1.3 Million A Year In Energy Savings
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Project Overview & Team
Owner: RIMCO, LLC

DevelOPer: Gerding Edlen Development

lOcaTiOn: Portland, Oregon

BuilDing TyPe: Mixed Use: wellness, medical 
research, clinics, surgery, classrooms, ground 
floor retail, underground parking

Size: 417,000 gross square feet

cOmPleTiOn DaTe: October 2006

uTiliTieS: Portland General Electric, Northwest 
Natural Gas, Energy Trust of Oregon 

archiTecT: GBD Architects

STrucTural engineer: KPFF

mechanical elecTrical PlumBing 
DeSign & energy mODeling: Interface 
Engineering

cOmmiSSiOning agenT: Interface Engineering

general cOnTracTOr:  
Hoffman Construction

leeD cOnSulTanT: Brightworks

BuilDing managemenT: CB Richard Ellis

cOST: $145.4 million

OhSu center For health and healing:
a Post-Occupancy evaluation

introduction
The Oregon Health Sciences University Center for Health and Healing (CHH) 
possesses a prominent place in Portland’s skyline, anchoring the Portland Aerial 
Tram, whose two 79-passenger cars travel 3,300 feet from the university’s South 
Waterfront campus to the main Marquam Hill campus, 500 feet above. The CHH also 
maintains a significant position in the City’s portfolio of green buildings. Occupied 
October 2006, it was developed with goals to provide cutting-edge health and well-
ness technology in an environmentally responsible building. 

Gerding Edlen Development challenged its design team to reduce the capital 
required for the building’s mechanical systems by 25 percent, while outperform-
ing the Oregon energy code by 60 percent (as measured by energy expense). 
According to the Energy Trust of Oregon, the resulting building set a record for the 
number of energy saving strategies integrated into the facility. Innovative design 
strategies, combined with effective use of tax credits and incentives, saved over  
$3 million of the initial $30 million mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) 
systems budget, and a recent post-occupancy evaluation and measurement and 
verification report documents building energy performance 48 percent better than 
a calibrated LEED Baseline model on an energy cost basis and 33 percent better 
as measured by energy units (while recommending further tuning of building opera-
tions as an approach to further performance). 

A two-day kick-off eco-charrette identified significant green goals beyond the energy 
performance/cost reduction challenge: 100 percent capture and use of rainwater 
falling on the building and a minimum 50 percent reduction in potable water use; 
providing significant amounts of power and chilled water on-site from a combined 
heating/cooling and power plant; and treating all sewage on site and reusing that 
water for non-potable uses.


